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Movies maza bollywood 2019

X Settings Check out Bollywood's top 20 film list for 2019. List of updates on the ratings of the visitor and users the film received on the Times of India website - Etimes. The list consists of Hindu films released in 2019. If you are an avid tracker of Hindu cenema and watch Bollywood movies regularly then this list may just be for you. Here's the list of the best Bollywood movies of
2019: Rudra Productions/Excel Entertainment If you're just looking to Hollywood to be a must-see this year, then you're not making the movies right. Bollywood is where it is. That's been true for years, but 2019 is going to be a particularly amazing year in Indian cinema. Here are 15 of the best and most se expectationed Bollywood films coming out next year, from hilarious comedy
line to heartbreaking dramas and everything in between. Advertisement - Continue reading below 1 'Prime Minister inadvertently' Release Date: January 11 Starring: Anopham Kr, Akshaye Khanna, Susan Bernert, and Aahana KumraThe Accidentally Prime Minister based on Sanjaye Barrow's 2014 memoir of the same name on the time he served as an adviser to Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh in the early 1900s. 2 'Uri: The Surgical Strike' Release Date: January 11 Starring: Vicky Kauchel, Yemi Gautam, Parish Rawal, Mohit Reina, and Kirti KulhariThs This film tells the true story of revenge for the 2016 Uri attack, focusing on reining in Vihaan Singh Shergill of the Indian Army. 3 'Manikarnika: Queen of Jhansi' release date: January 25S Starring:
Kangana Ranaut, Atul Kulkarni, and Jesus SenguptaThis film tells the true life story of the warrior queen, Manikarnika, the first woman in history to fight against the British. The 22-year-old Queen was one of the leaders of the Indian uprising in the late 1850s, in an evening dressed as a man to fight in battle. Bad. Ass. 4 'Thackery' release date: January 25 Starring: Nawazuddin
Siddiqui and Amrita RaoThackeray is a biography that tells the life story of Indian politician Balasaheb Thackeray. 5 'Ek Ladki Ko Dekha Toh Aisa Laga' Release Date: February 1 Starring: Anil Kapoor, Johi Chawla, Sonam Kapoor, Rajkomar Rao, Abhishek Duhan, Gorjina Cassandra Ladek Ko Dekha Toh Aisa Laga has everything you need in the film. Romance? Check.
Comedy? Check. Touching the adulthood story? Test, test, test. 6 'Gully Boy' release date: February 14S Starring: Ranveer Singh and Alia BhattGully Boy is another film actually based, especially on the life of The Naezy God, underground rappers from Mumbee. 7 Release Date 'Total Damal': February 22 Starring: Ajay Devgn, Madhuri Dixit, Arshad Warsi, Javed Jeffrey, Anil
Kapoor, Ritesh Deshmuk, Sanjay Mishra and Johnny LeebersThis funny movie is a broad comedy, a spastic inspired by this crazy, crazy, crazy, crazy world (which also inspired the rat race of 2001). 8 Badla release date: March 8 starring: Amitabh Bachan, Tapazza Peno, Akash Puri, and Ali FazalHollywood is not the only film In the remike business. Badla is rebooting the 2016
Spanish thriller film Contratiempo, about a man arrested for murdering his married lover. 9 'Mental Island Kya' Release Date: March 29 Starring: Kangana Ranaut, Rajkomar Rao, Shehir Sheikh,Amyra Dastur, Jimmy Shergill, and Satish Kaushik When it comes to hitting every possible character in the film, Mentally Kya Island is about as close as you can get. It's described as an
adult black comedy crime thriller. We're on. 10 'Kalank' Release Date: April 19Star: Madhuri Dixit, Sonakshi Sinha, Alia Bhatt, Hitan Tejwani, Varun Dhawan, Edita Roy Kapoor, Kunal Khemu, and Sanjay DuttNot much is known about this much-anticipated hot movie that has been in the works for 15 years, but has been kept fairly secret. However, his co-star Sanjay Dot said, it's an
emotional film about two families. Basically, it's more like drama. It's more about values and characters and it's an interesting film. 11 'Student year 2' release date: May 10 Starring: Tiger Shroff, Tara Sutaria, and Ananya PandayThs sequel to the 2012 mega-hit Student of the Year, which launched the career of Bollywood stars Alia Bhatt, Sidharth Malhotra, and Varun Dwan,
apparently including Cameo from... Will Smith? There is no trailer for this movie yet, but please enjoy the trailer for the original, above, and get excited! 12 'Bharat' release date: June 5S Starring: Salman Khan, Katrina Kaif, Taboo, Dista Patani, Sunil GroverThe film made mostly headlines thanks to almost star Priyanka Chopra, who left the project in 2018 and was replaced by
Katrina Kaif. There was speculation at the time that Priyanka's decision to leave the film had something to do with her affair with Nick Jonas, so, you know~ drama~ 13 'Kabir Singh' Release Date: June 21.Starring: Shied Kapoor and Kiara AdvaniKabir Singh is a remake of the South Indian film Arjun Reddy, and follows an alcoholic, anger-prone surgeon who follows a dark path
when his ex marries someone else. 14 'The Zoya Factor' Release Date: September 20 Starring: Sonam Kapoor and Dulquer SalmaanThis rom-com tells the story of Rajput girl Zoya Solanki, who works as an advertising producer (classic work of rom-com) and finds herself becoming the lucky charm of the Indian cricket team during the 2010 Cricket World Cup. yes, one of the
cricketers falls in love with her. Clear. 15 'Brahmastra' Release Date: December 20Star: Amitabh Bbchan, Ranbir Kapoor, Divindo Sharma, Alia Bhatt, Dimple Kapadia, Vikram Gokhale, Dhruv Sehgal, Priyal Gor, Nagarjuna Akkineni, and Moni Roy This fantasy film is set to be the first in the trilogy and is sure to be a positive epic. This content is created and maintained by a third
party and imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io 138 minutes | Action, drama, Indian Army special forces war carry out covert operation, revenge for killing other military personnel in Base by terrorist group. Director: Aditya Dhar | Stars: Vicki Kuschel, Pharash Rawal, Mohit
Reina, Yehimi Gautam Votes: 42,432 | Gross: $4.19M K-16 | 173 min | Crime, Drama, Romance And Kabir Singh is a remake of the Telugu film Arjun Reddy (2017), in which a short-tempered house surgeon gets used to drugs and drinks when his girlfriend is forced to marry another person. Director: Sandeep Reddy Vanga | Stars: Sahid Kapoor, Ciara Adebani, Nikita Dota,
Soham Majumdar Votes: 25,781 K-12 | 154 min | Biography, a drama based on the life of Patna-based mathematician Anund Kumar who runs the famous Super 30 program for IIT wannabs in Patna. Director: Vikas Bahl | Stars: Hrithik Roshan, Mrunal Thakur, Nandish Singh, Vinderra Saxena Votes: 20,177 | Gross: $2.27M K-12 | 150 minutes | Action, comedy, drama on the brink
of India's birth as an independent nation, a family making an arduous journey to freedom at a cost. A young boy in Herat assures his father that he will keep his family together no matter what. Director: Ali Abbas Saffar | Stars: Salman Khan, Katrina Kaif, Sunil Gruber, Taboo Voices: 19,457 | Gross: $2.97M 143 minutes | Comedy, a tragic incident drama forces Anyrod, a middle-
aged man, to take a trip down memory lane and have his college memories with his friends, who have been marked as losers. Director: Nitish Tiwari | Stars: Sushant Singh Rajput, Sharda Kapoor, Varun Sharma, Pratik Votes: 31,912 | Gross: $0.90M 130 minutes | Crime, drama, mystery in the rural heart of India, an upright police officer goes on a crusade against violent cassette-
based crimes and discrimination. Director: Anub Sina | Stars: Ayushman Khorana, Nassar, Manuj Fawa, Commod Mishra Votes: 22,540 118 min | Crime, drama, a dynamic young entrepreneurial mystery finds herself locked in a hotel room with the body of her dead lover. She hires a high-end lawyer to protect her and they work together to figure out what really happened.
Director: Sujay Ghosh | Stars: Amitabh Bachan, Tapsi Peno, Amrita Singh, Antonio Ekal Votes: 21,709 K-12 | 130 minutes | Drama, a history based on real events of the Indian Space Exploration Organization (ISRO) successfully launched the Mars Orbiter mission (Mangalyaan), making it the least expensive mission to Mars. Director: Megan Shakti | Stars: Akashi Kumar, Vidya
Belan, Tapasi Peno, Sonakshi Sinha Votes: 11,299 | Gross: $3.60M 146 minutes | An action, drama, thriller after a deadly encounter, a police officer struggles to catch the fugitives and prove that the police acted as a bye, despised by the entire nation. Director: Nikhil Adebani | Stars: John Abraham, Nora Fethi, Maronal Takur, Rajesh Sharma Votes: 9,272 | Gross: $0.49M K-7 |
132 min | The comedy, Romance Rom-com movie, directed by Raaj Shaandilyaa, stars Ayushman Khurrana who plays a dream girl. In every love story, there's always one trying to win the other's heart, which could be dream girl. Director: Raj Shandia | Stars: Ayushman Khourana, Nosharat Aano Kapoor, Mano Singh Votes: 11,184 124 minutes | Drama, mystery Bollywood
director Nohr Rohan Khurana is accused by his crew member, Angeli Dangle of raping her at his residence. Director: Ajay Bahl | Stars: Akshaye Khanna, Richa Chada, Mira Chopra, Rahul Bahat Votes: 11,191 K-16 | 165 min | Action, Drama, History The film is based on the third Battle of Penifat that took place on January 14, 1761 between the marts and the King of Afghanistan,
Ahmed Shah Abdali. Director: Ashtosh Gwarker | Stars: Arjun Kapoor, Sanjay Dot, Tricty Sunon, Mohnish Bahl Votes: 4,076 143 minutes | Drama, romance is based on the love story of a couple spanning 25 years and told through the lens of their brave teenage daughter Aisha Chaudhary, who was diagnosed with ureth fibrosis. Director: Schonley Boss | Stars: Priyanka Chopra,
Farhan Akhtar, Zaira Wasim, Rohit Cerf Votes: 6,829 K-7 | 135 min | Comedy, drama, romance The 50-year-old single-home father faces disapproval from his family and ex-wife when he falls in love with a 26-year-old woman. Director: Aqib Ali | Stars: Ajay Daven, Taboo, Recul Pret Singh, Jimmy Irgill Votes: 6,873 | Gross: $0.43M 134 minutes | Comedy Two couples with the
same surnames are pursuing IVF and waiting for their upcoming babies. Trouble occurs when they discover that each couple's sperm is already mixed with each other. Director: Raj Mehta | Stars: Akshay Kumar, Karina Kapoor, Diljit Dansanja, Ciara Adbani Votes: 13,877 134 minutes | Action, comedy This is the story of a young Surya boy who has a rare state of innate
insensitivity to pain meaning he can't feel pain, and he sets out to study martial arts and hunt down bandits. Director: Vesan Bala | Stars: Avimanio Desani, Radika Madan, Mahesh Mangerkar, Gulshan Dabiye Votes: 6,015 K-7 | 126 min | A comedy, romance purports to be married in order to cohabitation, a small-town couple lands in endless awkward situations to hide the truth
from their Orthodox families. Director: Laxman Otter | Stars: Kartik Aaryan, Critical Sunon, Apershakti Kaurana, Pankaj Tripati Votes: 8,122 | Gross: $1.04M Unrated | 141 min | An action, drama, thriller before the Indo-Pakistan War of 1971, an Indian banker is recruited by the Research and Analysis Division for a covert operation deep inside Pakistan. Director: Ruby Gedal | Stars:
John Abraham, Moni Roy, Sikandar Khar, Shadab Khan Votes: 4,783 | Gross: $0.24M 131 minutes | Crime, drama, romance and high school sweethearts Suraj Maali and Janvi Singh are well aware of their diverse socioeconomic backgrounds and therefore, young lovers choose marriage by wind. This, in turn, raises a storm that the couple is not ready for. Director: Manoj Tiwari |
Stars: Ahbash Kumar, Jimmy Irgil, Commod Mishra, Sanjay Mishra Votes: 640 K-12 | 120 min | Comedy, drama, romance The film tells the story of Sweety Choudary, a lesbian in the closet, and her attempts to get out into her traditionally conservative family. Shelly Chopra Dhar | Stars: Sonam Kapoor, Anil Kapoor, Rajkomar Rao, Juhi Chola Votes: 3,680 | Gross: $1.18M 155
minutes | An action, adventure, drama in an 18th-century environment, Naga sadhu in India embarks on a journey across the Bundelkhand to seek revenge for an injustice committed in the past. Director: Navid Singh | Stars: Saif Ali Khan, Zoya Hussain, Manav Vij, Diepek Dobreyal Votes: 3,598 115 minutes | Drama, romance a former military officer, Kabir, becomes a teacher in
Kashmir at a school in a miserable state. Things take a turn when Kabir finds a notebook, left behind by the previous year's teacher, Firdaus (Pernotan Bahl). Director: Nitzan Kakar | Stars: Zahir Iqbal, Pernotan Bahl, Mir Mohammad Mehros, Mir Mohammad Ziane Votes: 1,974 103 min | Action, crime, drama A 21-year-old sonny boy has a penchant for sexually assaulting and
killing girls. He's locked up with Senior Constable Shivani Shivaji Roy. Will she catch him? Director: Goofy Putran | Stars: Rani Mukaraji, Rajesh Sharma, Sonny Hinduja, Shrotti Bafna Votes: 7,362 PG-13 | 110 minutes | Drama, a struggling street photographer romance in Mumbai, pressured to get married by his grandmother, convinces a shy stranger to impersonate his fiancee.
The two develop a connection that changes them in ways they couldn't have expected. Director: Rietesh Bata | Stars: Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Sanya Malutra, Sachin Hadkar, Danziel Smith Votes: 3,978 | Gross: $0.34M 115 minutes | Action, the adventures of the story revolve around a vet who, at his birth ball to his father's elephant preserve, encounters and fights an international
poachers' racket. Director: Chuck Russell | Stars: Vidiot Jamwell, Lars Kjeldsen, Asha Bhatt, Vishwana Chatterjee Votes: 1,495 | Gross: $0.30M 154 minutes | Action, drama, romance When video blogger Sahar Sethi embarks on a tedious journey with mountaineer Karen Segal, Sparks must fly. But will their love story flourish despite the odds? Director: Sunny Daul | Stars: Karen
Daul, Saher Bamboo, Cilroy Thesafta, Swright Sur Votes: 957 128 mins | Comedy, a drama story of a failed Gujiratti businessman who jumps into china's unknown world to get a business idea once in a lifetime that will change his life. Director: Michael Musla | Stars: Rajkomer Rao, Boman Irani, Moni Roy, Pharash Ravel Votes: 3,439 141 mins | Action, drama A rural politician
marries a widow with children and is cheap in a respectable position. He trusts his stepson more than his own son in political matters; Thereby upsetting his son across borders. Director: Daba Kata | Stars: Sanjay Dot, Jackie Burnt, Ali Fazal, Manisha Quarlla Votes: 1,115 128 min | Action, Adventure, drama Ya Live India, follows the story of 25-year-old NRI, who was born and
raised in the UK. He shares the same stereotypical views on India that most NRIs have and how his perception changes. Director: Lom Hee Hamps | Stars: Gabi Khal, Mohan Agasha, Mohan Joshi, Lom Hard Votes: 177 153 min | Action, Drama, Romance Malal is the story of Shiva Veste, two very different people An opposing background that experiences the innocence of love.
Does their love find its destination or do they break up? Stay on this journey to find out. Director: Mengesh Hadal | Stars: Mazan Jeffrey, Sharmin Segal, Bedry Habib, Kotel Chhabria Votes: 752 104 min | Drama A story about four children living in slums in Mumbai, India. Eight-year-old Kanaho writes a letter to the Prime Minister after a dramatic incident with his mother. A little boy
has to achieve the impossible. Director: Rekish Umprakash Mehar | Stars: Rasika Agashe, Sonia Elbazuri, Dina Anand, Arash Barty Votes: 517 108 mins | Crime, drama, mystery coming from the streets of Paharganj, the film depicts a woman's quest for her lost love, a man's attempt to regain his lost Enigma and dealing with the untimely death of his brother, an unexpected
political murder, and a raging gang war. Director: Rakesh Ranjan Kumar | Stars: Lorna Franco, Bijesh Jarrajan, Nit Chaudhry, Rajiv Geursing Votes: 877 135 mins | Action, drama The extraordinary journey of a soldier who united a nation. The film stars Suraj Pancholi and Maga Aksh in the lead roles and is directed by Irfan Kamal. Director: Irfan Kamal | Stars: Suraj Pancholi, Anil
Raggi, Maga Akash, Raj Arjun Votes: 781 106 mins | Drama, romance and the increasingly costy and strident interactions of a couple during a Mumbai evening stretched their relationship until it threatens to break down its fragile seams. Director: Adis Klosskar | Stars: Khushboo, Himanshu Kohli, Rohit Kokate Votes: 309 133 min | Comedy two boys go to Mauritius to learn and
love it so much there, they refuse to come home. Rishi plays Umer's father, who says from the village to surprise him and is surprised by his son's lifestyle. Director: Samp Kang | Stars: Rishi Kapoor, Jimmy Shirgil, Sunny Singh Nijar, Omekar Kapoor Votes: 312 101 mins | A mystery, a thriller when the body of a powerful businesswoman disappears in the morgue, the supervisor in
charge seeks the truth. But when he asks her husband he realizes there's a lot more to the case than meets the eye. Director: Jatho Yosef | Stars: Amran Hassamy, Rishi Kapoor, Sofita Dholypala, and Dikka Votes: 2,646 Unrated | 123 min | Action, a thriller A group of intelligence officers embark on a top-secret mission to track down a wanted international criminal. Director: Raj
Kumar Gupta | Stars: Arjun Kapoor, Sudev Nair, Rajesh Sharma, Fresnath Votes: 1,846 | Gross: $0.18M was not included in the top 20 list. 130 minutes | Action, adventure, comedy and a group of people learn about hidden treasure and then they compete to find it and claim it. Director: No Dre Kumar | Stars: Ajay Dwayne, Anil Kapoor, Madhuri Dixit, Fulchish Dashmach Votes:
5,645 | Gross: $2.17M was not included in the top 20 list. 136 min | Comedy, drama A feisty girl from Sanjab tries to continue her family traditions by opening a sex clinic to help inform others in her hometown. Director: Shilfi Dasgupta | Stars: Sunakshi Cena, Bedsha, Sharma, Priynash Jura votes: 1,056 were not included in the top 20 list. K-12 | 145 min | An action, comedy,
fantasy group of three brothers are supposed to marry a group of three sisters, until one of the brothers begins to realize that they are all reincarnations from 600 years earlier and the wrong couples are about to get married. Director: Farhad Sangi | Stars: Akashi Kumar, Sam Nagar, Fulchish Desmach, Bobby Daul Votes: 9,513 not included in top 20 list. 149 min | Action, a 3-man
comedy, considered losers in their lives by the people, plan to get rich along with their girlfriends by working on 2 gangsters and robbing their money. Director: Anis Bezmi | Stars: Anil Kapoor, John Abraham, Ileana D'Cruz, Arshad Warsi Votes: 1,909 were not included in the top 20 list. K-16 | 160 minutes | Action, a Comedy Chulbul Pandy encounters an enemy from his past, and
his origin story as The Emir Cop unfolds. Director: Prabhu Daba | Stars: Salman Khan, Sudp, Sunakshi Sinha, Saya Mangerkr Votes: 9,848 not included in top 20 list. 134 min | Horror, a thriller a couple's lives turn into a nightmare, as dark forces wait beneath the shadows of the haunted bungalow where they decided to stay. Director: Bhoushan Patel | Stars: Ali Asgar, Vianne
Bhanta, Navneh Kor Dillon, Nargis Packery Votes: 290 were not included in the top 20 list. 134 min | A comedy, drama, romance based on Anoja Chuan's novel, Zoya Factor is a romantic comedy about Zoya, an advertising agent, and her relationship with the captain of Team India, Nikhil Khoda. Director: Aviszek Sharma | Stars: Sonam Kapoor, Dolkar Salman, Sanjay Kapoor,
Shuaib Ahmed Votes: 1,919 not included in top 20 list. K-12 | 166 min | Drama, romance The lives of six mysterious characters become entangled in search of love, but separated by a dichotomy between the two worlds of Husnabad, a town in northern India. Director: Aviszek Wehrman | Stars: Varun Dhawan, Alia Bhatt, Madhuri Dixit, Sanjay Dot Votes: 11,692 | Gross: $2.73M
was not included in the top 20 list. 107 min | Action, a comedy this comedy tells the story of cop Arjun Petitala (Diljit Dozanja) and his assistant Onida Singh (Varun Sharma). Together, will they be able to complete the mission of a crime-free city with their stupid policing style? Director: Rohit Jograj | Stars: Duljit Tidja, Tirit Sunon, Varun Sharma, Ronit Roy Votes: 1,006 not included
in the top 20 list. K-12 | 146 min | Drama, romance, student sports must take on bullies and overcome hurdles, both academic and romantic, to win his coveted College Student of the Year trophy. Director: Poké Malhotra | Stars: Transparent Tiger, Anya Pandy, Tara Soteria, Aditya Seal Votes: 15,796 | Gross: $0.78M was not included in the top 20 list. 108 min | Crime, drama
three brothers in a Delhi crime family fight for the future of their business. Meanwhile, an undercover cop tries to end the family's legacy, and an arms dealer conspires with the brothers. Director: Rohit Karen Batre | Brendan Fraser, Prem Chopra, Abhay Daul, Ronit Roy Votes: 412 412
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